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S1=CTION 4. SAR SYSTEM ANALYSIS
^+.1	 ! NTRa11UCT i ON
The function of spaceborne radar is to provide maps and map imagery
to be used for earth resource and oceanographic applications. This
section examines the application of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in
monitoring and managing earth resources.
Spaceborne radar has the capability of mapping the entire United
States regardless of inclement weather; however, the imagery must have
a high degree of resolution to be meaningful. Attaining this resolution
is possible with the SAR system, details of which will .be discussed in
the next section on signal processing. Imagery of the required quality
must first meet mission parameters in the following areas: antenna
patterns, azimuth and range ambiguities, coverage, and angle of inGi-
den^e. A design study must take into account these variables and is
not amenable in an efficient manner to standard equations because of
.the complex parameteric interrelationships for SAR.
4.2 SAR PRINCiPLE5
Synthetic aperture radars form a class of side looking airborne
radar, often referred to as coherent SLAR, which permits fine-resolution
radar imagery to be generated at lnng operating ranges by the use of
signal processing techniques. Ry orienting the antenna beam orthogonal
to the motion of the spacecraft carrying the radar, a one-dimensional
imagery "ray" system is converted into a two-dimensional or terrain
imaging system. The radar's ability to distinguish - or resolve -
closely-spaced transverse objects is determined by the length of tf•te
pulse. .For the . direction parallel to the flight line ("azimuth" direcW
'	 Lion) resolution is achieved by using a physically narrow beam with
"real"-aperture SLAR. We see that from geometry, Figure ^.1, azimuth
resolution is a function of range and beamwidth and this is n qt a satis-
factory situation for practical reasons. What we require is therefore
a structure which will compress in the azimuth dimension in a similar
way as the pulse width is compressed in a linear FNf chirp signal for the
range dimension. This we have in the motion of the spacecraft bearing
the radar over the terrain, as it causes a Doppler phase madulatian to
the radar signal increasing the frequency as the spacecraft approaches
and the decreasing it as the radar recedes after passing by a pixel.
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Figure 4.l
Many radar antennas are made up of arrays of individual elements
which are grouped in specific geometric patterns and which bear carefully
controlled electrical phase r p latiopships to each other. The simplest
of these are one-dimensional linear arrays of equi-spaced elements.
Although antenna arrays usually consist of elements which co-exist in
time, this is not an essential property.. It is passible (in principle}
to use a single element, make an observation at location x l and store the
observation; move to the second location xz and again store; and so Earth
through the Nth position xN . The stored signals are then summed as in a
'`physical" array to - form a synthetic aperture of length !. ^ AR/D as
.illustrated in Figures ^}.2 and ^+.3
where A =wavelength
R = slant range
D = length of physical antenna.
Rs radar is an active system and incorporates two-way signal propa-
gat^on, it can be shown that angular resolution S" =. ^ and linear along-
track resolution at slant t-ange R becomes r x = Rf3" which reduces t^z
t-x c 2. Thus, theoretically achievable resolution r x is independent of
{I-2
ri
i
^	 ^
u
i
range and operating wavelength and is improved by reducing
the leng th of the physical antenna empiayed by the SAR,
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figure 4.3.
l"hese properties constitute the basic reasons which make SAR systems
attractive for long-range radar remote sensing applications. However,
'	 the complexity and accuracy of the signal processing which needs to be
.carried out is a major problem with .these systems .and will be discussed
further in the next section.
4.3 SilMMARY DF SWATH-Wf aEIV I NG T>=CHN I QUES
Since snow, surface water and such are extremely changeable quan-
tities, a revisit time of about 6 days is required for many uses of the
water resources satellite. This short revisit time makes large swath
widths necessary but the required swath width, about X00 km, is not
attainable using a single antenna because of length constraints imposed
by the spacecraft as shown iEi Figure ^.^+ and Table ^i. 1.
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Figure 4.4. Earth .illumination From a Satellite.
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Tafsie 4.1. Swath Width ^Jersus Antenna Length and Satellite Altitude.
Swath-widening can be accomplished by using either multiple
antennas, an ambiguity suppression technique, or both. The multiple
antenna technique could use two ten meter antennae looking on the same
side of the spacecraft track at different frequencies and image a swath
of approximately 430 km depending on the orbit selected (McMillan, 1976)•
The multiple antenna approach to swath widening, al though simple
and possibly economical, may also pose practical problems due to space-
craft limitations of space and weight. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are plots
of Tables 4.2 - 4.5 illustrating the other variables in antenna design
and their relationship to look angle and hence swath width but avoiding
ambiguity. These graphs indicate that another method to vary beamwidth
is far a single antenna to produce multiple beams of different beamwidths.
The simplest method is to vary the antenna aperture height H as shown in
Table 4.4. From this we see that to cover the required. range of lank
angles from 7° - 44° at a W 0,063 meters requires a maximum aperture
height o` only 2 meters.
The multi-beam antenna consists of planar arrays, divided longitud-
inally into modules. here aperture height and frequency are significant
factors in establishing comparable beamwidths far effective coverage
at large look angles. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the arrangement to obtain
the generation of 3 different beamwidths. Feeding the narrowest section
of each aperture produces the widest beam; feeding the wide section
produces a beam of intermediate width; and feeding both sections at once
produces the narrowest beam. The switching-that effects the changes in
beamwidth is performed at the inputs .to the corporate feeds (Fong,
1976c).	 The multiple law-voltage power supply and transmitter con-
figuration offers a reasonable answer to power limitations but may intrease
the complexity of the system with regards to synchronization.
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Table ^4.2.
	 0/aIues of ^ for different Iook angles and Yx
for values 1,5 meters and 3 meters.
Y H C cos 8x	
^--^
tCS ^^ 'Q°
^° ^x ^x ^x- 3.Om =6m -1.5m
7° 1.1149 2.2289 0.55745
20° 0,3561 0.7122 0.17805
30° 0,2068 0.4136 0,1034
40° 0.1259 0.2518 0,06295
So° 0.0744. O,i488 0.0372
.	 60° 0.0398 0.0796 0.0199
70° 0.0172 0.0348 0.0086
..	 Table ^.3,	 Values of X for different look angles and ^ for
values 0.063 m and 0,0315 m.
^°
Yx Yx YX
^ = 0.0315 m ^ = 0.0157 m	 a = 0.063 m
7° 0.08475 0.04237 O.I695
20° 0.26536 0.1325 0.5307
30° 0.4567 0.2283 0.9134
40° 0.7505 0.3752. I.50^0
50° 1.2702 0.6351 2.5404
60° 2.3733: I,1866 4.7466
Table 4.^. Values of H far different look angles.
80 ^ a = 0.03I5 m ^ a_ = 0.063 m
7° O.i084 0.2168
20° 0.3396 0,6792
30° 0.584b 1.1692
40° 0.9606 1.9212
50° 1.6259 3.2518
b0° 3.0378 6.0756
Table 4.5. Values of swath width for different beamwidths
vs. look angle.
8^rg =	 °—	 = swath width
CO5 O
$ SY = 1.88° 8Y = 0.5° 8Y = bo
r
__g__
r
_^
r
^.^.
7'° 14,492 m 3,853 46,296
10° 14,728 3,915 47,169
20° 16,187 4,299 51,$13
30° 19,048 5,063 60,976.
40° 24,33I b, 473 78,125
50° 34,602 9,191
!a0° 15,198
70° 32,-468
Ambiguity I unit for i3^ = 0.5° is 64°
Ambiguity limit for R Y - 6° is ^8°
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Figure fit.']. Planar array antenna aperture.
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4.^► METHODS TO VARY LOOK ANGLE
The placing of a SAR on a spacecraft constrains design of its antenna
and caverage because of spacecraft and mission parameters. Prime para-
meters include type of spacecraft, stabilization, type of orbit, antenna
coverage, sidelobe levels, beam agility, wide scan angle in two planes
and tracking accuracy. Two limitations are encountered in steering the
antenna beam: first, there is a limitation in the capability of control-
ling the attitude of a spacecraft and second, there is some uncertainty
in measuring its attitude at any given time. From these remarks, it is
evident that antenna gain, beam steering requirements, spacecraft orien-
tation, control and processing requirements are closely interrelated.
For a.particular mission, practical compromises must be made.
Two main categories of beam steering are available: mechanical and
electronic. Mechanical scanning has been the traditional and economical
method. However, electronically controlled phased array antennas can
now provide micesecond scanning of beams. The three electronic scanning
techniques are: phase, frequency and electronic feed switching. Simulated
scanning o^ the beam could be achieved economically by the use of multiple
antennae and switching the beam from one to the other, giving the advantage
of wide swath. with no range .ambiguity.
if the flexibility of being able to point the beam at certain areas
when the need arises is required, the combination of a mechanical scan to
compensate for slaw yawing of the spacecraft and electronic scanning using
phase shifters and external control for swinging the -beam in elevation
could be considered (Fang,.1976a}.
4.S POTENTIAL CALI^RAT[ON TECHN[QiJE5
Calibration requires determining-the radar-gains and transmitted pawer
so that the receiver power and ground reflectivity may be de^et-mined. One
technique available is the injection of a calibration signal; a Series of
calibration pulses is derived proportional to the transmitted output pawer
and injected into. the receiver front end. excluding only the antenna, tir-
culator, receiver protection and some waveguide. These calib'ration signals
l'1^12
.	
_^	
,
may take - the form of signals frequency-modulated at the Doppler-shift
rate, so they are processed as point-target returns. The calibration
pulses must pass through the entire radar/processor system, so they are
treated in much the same manner as the ground received signals, ultimately
	 X
appearing on the output ar map film, where their responses are then com-
pared with the image density. As the ratio of each pulse amplitude to
transmitter power is known, the ratio of received to transmitter power
may be determined for ground signals of comparable output level.
An alternate, and probably better, method uses a noise generator
as a calibration source, as shown in Figure.^.9. The ]evet of its output
is slaved to that of an attenuated sample of the transmitter pulse by a
feedback amplitude-comparison loop. The noise passes through the entire
receiver-processor chain and appears at the output as a noise-like image.
Since the input level to each processor element is the same, variations
in their relative performance may be readily monitored (and corrected
if necessary).
To account for non-Linearities, if any, in the receiver, the output
of the noise source should be varied periodically. Probably the best
method is to generate a "staircase" noise waveform by programming a
stepped attenuator between the noise source and the receiver input port.
'i•he "r^orma]" position of this attenuator may be high enough to protect
the noise generator from the transmitter.
Building in continuous. monitor .functions at critical points through-
out the RF section is an important part of any calibration system. The
outputs provide - the status of the system and also can be used to update
the calibration,
4.6 THE SCAIVSAR COi'iCEi'T
The ambiguity problem in 5AR for spacecraft use constrains its ap-
plication id usual, form to relatively narrow swathwid ths. One solution
to the requirement fnr much wider swathwidths is the use of a scanning
antenna beam. When the resolution required is modest, the radar does
not need. all the time the beam is passing a-given point an the ground
to build a synthetic aperture.. This means that there is .t ir,^e.available
1 i--13.
,:
^ Dupiexer ^	 transmitter
,niv► 	 Receiver	 Processor
	
Fixed
	
Step
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Figure 4.9, Passi64e calibration system.
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to scan the beam to other positions and build several images at different
ranges as i]lustrated in Figure 4,10, The result is that the scanning
synthetic aperture radar (SCAN5AR) can achieve swathwidths of well over
	 t	 {
.	 100 km with modest antenna size.	 ^	 ai
'	 A computerized design program was based on the above design theory
	 ^	 ^^
and the chosen design is shown in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. To achieve the
	 ^
design objective of 250 km coverage, it is proposed that two scanning
SAR's be operated simultaneously. Each 5AR would scan one side of the
	 ^
ground track using a cantro]lable-phase array (Claassen, 1975).
The parametric studies considered scans between 7° and 2.2° and
between 22° and 37 °. The angular span about the smaller angles was
chosen since it is known that the sensitivity of soil moisture is Brea t
est at small ang]es of incidence. -
 The span across moderate angles was
examined as an a]ternative which also may intuitively be useful for
hydrology studies of snow-covered mountainous terrain and for surveying
Arctic ice..
Frequencies of 9.Q, ?x .75, 3.75 and ].4 GHz were investigated. The
central two frequenices are considered near optimum for soil moisture
detection when the ground is covered with vegetation. For the above
combination of angles and frequencies, various aperture lengths from
i to i0 me-tens, depending on frequency, were considered. When choosing
an imager suitable for soil moisture detection, one .must consider
designs at a = 0.063 and 0.0$ meters aver the small view angles. Recent
studies indicate that 50 meter resolution may be somewhat large to define
field boundaries unless many independent samples are averaged, but this
resolution was chosen to minimize processor and radar power consumption.
4.7 SEJMMARY OF COMPONENT STATE OF THE A RT
State-of-the-art radar subsystem components. have been eyaulated in
terms of suitability for spaceborne SAR applications. _Primary interest
lies in determining facts about noise figure, power, efficiency, weight
and reiia6iiity.
Predictions are, in genera], difficult ^o make but it is probably 	 '
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"'	 safe to say that what is now state of the art will probably be readily
available by 1980 with advances in state of the art being made in most
areas. Thos: transmitter components which look promising are the acous-
tic tapped delay line and the Gunn diode oscillator for the reference
generator; solid state switching for the modulator; and travelling wave
tube, klystron ar solid state amplifier SSA) for the power output
amplifier. Table ^.8 Iists a sample o^f specifications of the 3 types
of power output amplifiers.
In the receivers, where low noise is desired, there are three
choices: the uncaoled parametric amplifier, the transistor amplifier,
and the tunnel diode amplifier (TDA). At § GHz these have state-of-
the-art noise figures of 0.^ d8, 2.3 dB, and ^.^ dB respectively. In
cases where its noise fig^ ,re is not too great the transistor amplifier
has the advantage over the other types by having high reIiabillty,
large dynamic range, high paver output, a non-critical power supply,
and low size and weight.
The final component to be considered is the mixer - IF down -convertor.
Typically, a mixer - IF amplifier combination will have a noise figure of
- 8 d8 depending oR the IF frequency a.nd I[= amplifier chosen. -The
current state-of-the-art far mixer down-convertors is presently ire the
3.5 dB range.
,a	
-
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SECTION S. SAR PROCESSOR TECHNiQt1ES
'$ . 1	 i NTRODl1CT I ON
Synthetic aperture radar (SARA achieves its high resolution by co-
herently processing ground returns over a relatively song time. The
amplitude and phase of each ground return are measured and stored as
the SAR platform moves through space. As mentioned in Section 4, the
SAR system is able to produce a two-dimensional ar terrain image by
measuring both range and azimuth segments.
Resolution is achieved in the range coordinate as the SPR looks
sideways to the direction of motion of the vehicle bearing the radar, 6y
using a narrow pulse or its equivalent dispersed pulse. Azimuth resolu-
tion is obtained from the Dopp]er phase modulation which gives the signal
a structure that will compress in the azimuth dimension.
We must now design a signal processor to compress the data both in
the range and in the azimuth dimension to obtain the high resolution image
which will make the 5AR system meaningful to mission requirements. Figure
5.] shows the sequence of operations required to process the data and the
flow of the image and navigation data throughout the processor.
Signal processing can be achieved in 3 general ways: optical, analog
and digital. SAR signal processing should use an an-board processor if
possi6]e, and this tends to eliminate gptical processing, at least on
unmanned spacecraft (except when direct signal telemetry to a ground
processor is used).
Digital signal processing offers many advantages, among which arc
flexibility in accomodating multip]e modes and-wide parameter variations,
ease of operation, reliability, precise control of processing parameters,
adaptability to near-real-time operation, and built-in test capabilities,
as well as cost effectiveness.
A satellite-borne processor must be compact and fast enough to provide
data in rea] time. Although digital processors have-the necessary speed,
their Large memory requirements and the subsequently large number of oper-
ations involved may make them questionable candidates for modest-resolution
radars when considering power consumption and spacecraft size constraints.
A very credib]e alternative is the analog processor pf . urhich the serial
	 ;.
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analog method is considered in the utter Dart of this section.
Weighting may be applied to the data to reduce sidelobe levels.
G utter tracking will be provided to remove the Doppler offset due to the
earth's rotation. Range walk and t'ange curvature corrections also must
be performed far fine-resolution low-frequency systems.
5.2 RAi^GE RESOLlJTION
Resolution in range is used by mast radars and depends upon discrim-
inating 6etk^een the times required far travel to and from different targets.
From the round--trip delay - time T, we can obtain the slant range R to the
target from the equation
T = 2R where c = speed of propagation
c
.	 A small resolved area is achieved by transmitting a pulse of -short
duration z, within a narrow azimuth beamwidth S h . Surface features,
intercepted at a grazing angle ^ ar incidence
- angle 6,can be resolved
if they are separated by a distance
r = cT	 _	 cz
r	 2 cos ^	 2 sin s
a From this relationship, we see that range resolution rr will become
poorer 'in the near range as ^ increases. Figure 5.2 shows the range-
resoiution dependence on compressed pulsewidth and look angle.
^.2.i Pulse Compression
Achieving a really fine range resolution with a pu 'l'se radar requires	 ^
transmission of a very short pulse. If the pulse is made very short, it
	 ti
must also be very powerful so that it contains enough energy to overcome
the noise. The technique of pulse compression permits use `of larger,
lower amplitude pulses to achieve the -kind of resolution otherwise. possible
only with very short,. high-amplitude, pulses.
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Figure ^.2. Range Resolution I?ependence on Compressed Pulsewidth and
Look Angle.
The most common pulse compression technique is the chirp, in which
the techniques of frequency modulation and poise modulation are combined.
A pulse is transmitted, and its frequency is modulated. EJpon reception
the resolution obtainable is determined by the bandwidth over which the
frequency has been swept, rather than by the pulse duration: The wave-
forms have the property of large time-bandwidth products, i.e.
zB^l
Compression of a chirp signal is achieved by passing the received
signal through a filter, the tune delay of which is dependent upon the
incoming frequency: a minimum time delay is associated with the highest
frequency and the. maximum time delay is associated with the lowest fre-
quency. .Thus the received signals are delayed dust the right amount. for
the different frequencies so that all come out of the filter together.
Ideally, the output pulse is of zero duration,but in fact it is shaped
in the form of siX x with the effective width being the reciprocal of
the transmitted bandwidth. .The amplitude of the pulse is increased by
the square root of the time-bandwidth product. It may be necessary to
suppress the sidelobes to avoid ambiguity.
If-2^
The chirp waveform is not the only one that can 6e used for pulse
compression. Various modern radars use binary codes, usually with each
bit during the transmitted pulse having the same amplitude, but with the
phase shifting by 1$0° between one and zero of the binary numbers. 5uit-
able binary codes can achieve results quite similar to those of the FM
chirp system. Binary phase coded transmission is especially recommended
where compression in the receiver is to be performed dig's tally.
Range-compression filtering is the first operation to be performed
by the digital signal processor. Although compression increases the
dynamic range, and a correspondingly larger word size is required for
^
	
	 storage of each sample, factors such as phase corrections and clutter-
IOGk accuracies malts collapsing of the range pulse desirable at this
point. Usually range closure compensation due to beam pointing error
is also done in the same unit as pu]se compression. A range--offset
•	 processor using comb filters could in some situations perform azimuth
-	 processing before range compression.
5.2.2 Single-Sideband Radar
One limitation to electronic processing is the bandwidth of the
receiver which sets . the sampling rate.. and quantity of equipment needed
for processing. Single-side (SSB) techniques in a receiver would permit
halving the required sampling rata and associated sample storage without
loss in information. Alternately, without changing the transmitter, one
can process the received signal with SSB techniques and double the resolu-
tion of the image.
One problem that needs to be overcome first before this SSB tech-
.	 pique can be applied to SAR is that of quadratura distortion as there is
•	 usually a phase error in the local carrier signal. One.salution proposed.
is that of sampling alternate sidebands but further work has to be done
•	 to confirm its applicability, in all situations.
5.3 ALONG-TRACK RESOLUTION
For the synthetic aperture radar, azimuth or along-track and .range
L!-z5
......
t
i.
measurements have to be combined and the simplest scheme is to pulse
modulate the monachramatic wave radiated by the radar set. When the radiated
monochromatic waveform is a periodic sequence of identical pulses, the
range and azimuth measurements are separable, giving rise to an azimuth
(signal) channel due to Doppler shift and a range (signal) channel - due to
delay. This ,implies also that the azimuth modulation or Doppler history,
will now 6e sampled instead of being received continuously so that in ardr.r
to recover the (co.itinuous) azimuth modulation we must sample at a suffic^
ientIy high rate. ,.
 Further, it can be shown that finest azimuth resolution
for the typical SAit configuration is approximately half the azimuth dimen-
sion of the aperture of the physical antenna when the received signals. are
processed far a fully-focussed system.
n
rx 	 2
It is important to note that potential azimuth or along-track resolution is
independent of all other parameters, including range and wavelength.
5.3.1 ^1u1 t i -Look P racess i nc^ l'r i nc i p l es
When processing SAR data, ail or part of the Doppler bandwidth may be
processed for resalution. If the total bandwidth is used for resolutian,
the resultant processed signal contains„ all the information about the,
target which can be abtained (assuming the system is linear). Therefore,
a multi-look system can never gather more information about any target
than a one-cook system having the - same bandwidth (when the system is
Linear).
If the bandwidth is divided into sections, several signals may be
derived from the total bandwidth, each of which when processed yield
proportionately less resolution. Combining the multiple Ioaks will result
irk a .better-looking image than any-lank itself because the speckled
appearance of the picture will be improved.
The independent looks can also be obtained by processing different
look angles or different polarizations. The effect on the pt-ocessor is
to increase its complexity by the number of looks., but the resultant pro-
cessor is simpler than that fnr a fully focussed system .  Thus, for four
tl -z6
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looks, the memory and arithmetic rate each incrE:ase by a factor of faun
over those fora single look with the same resolution. If one pappler
filter is required for one look as In an unfocussed processor, then four
filters are required for four looks. Far a resolution smaller by a factor
of four, however, 16 filters are needed, so a ^-look processor with ^
times the resolution requires ^ the equipment needed for the finer-
resoiutian single-look processor.
Two methods for the production of multiple looks, illustrated in
Figure 5.3 are;•
1. Filtering to form multiple bandwidth sections, with each section
processed coherently and the results detected and summed.
2. Processing for ultimate resolution and low-pass filtering detected
outputs to the desired resolution (this method .requires, fnr the
above example, all lb filters).
Both methods give virtually identical results in terms of the quality
of the resulting image. However, preference is for Method l which requires
the least amount of storage.
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5.3.2 Unfocussed vs. Focussed Processing
Focussing requires that the effective phase length between each of
the array elements and the target is the same. i'he total received signal
from such a target is the result of phase-coherent summing of the received
signals from all elements of the array.
in the unfocussed SCR, each element of the synthetic array illuminates
and receives a return signal from a target independent of every other array
element. Here linear along= track resolution is {at best):
rx = 2 {A^)1 /Z
where
R = slant range
^ = wavelength
in this case, the coherent echoes are summed without compensation far the
phase shifts.	 "his simplifies the .processor but limits the maximum
admissabie length of the synthesized antenna,
Unfocussed signal processing provides along-track resolution which
is considerably poorer than the fully-focussed signal processing. How-
ever, the advantage of unfocussed processing is that, since it is a much
simpler system, it uses less hardware and has a lower power consumption
than an FF=T focussed processor far finer resolution. Phis would enable
the unfocussed processor to be placed on^-board the spacecraft for a
mission which does not reciuire high resolution.
a
5.3.3 UsE of a Multi-Look Unfocussed Processor
Since . unfocussed signal processing produces Images which are consid-^
erabty poorer in along-track resalc^tion than fully or partially focussed
systems, i^ is necessary that multi-looks be applied to provide an image
which cart be useable. This is at the expense of additional hardware how-
ever. Nevertheless, the unfocussed.:pracessor with multi-looks may provide
the Necessary parameters for a Mission which does-not require high resat-
ution, and at significant saving in hardware acrd complexity (Fong and
i=rickson, 1.970.
! i -2$
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5.x.1	 introduction
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	 imaging radars proposed far space applications like the water resources
and sea - ice missions are typical]y side
- looking 5AR because it can achieve
the desired along-track resolutions. However the high resolution can only
be accomplished at the expanse of complicated signal processing of the
focussed return signals.
On-board processing for spacecraft SAR is an important goal for any
system intended either for a worldwide or a restricted mission where
telemetry bandwidth i5 not unlimited. Of the 3 main types of signal
processing only digital and analog can be considered because of space
and weight limitations fc^r an on-board processor and the difficulty of
implementing an optical processor on an unmanned spacecraft.
5.x.2 1975 Review of Garchber^'s Correlation Processor
Feasibility of constructing an on-board processor fora water-
resources mission with 400 km swath has been considered for 1975
components using the processor scheme proposed by Gerchberg in 1970.
Gerchberg`s proposal was far a parallel sub--aperture, non-quadrature
processor that cou]d be used to map terrain in real-time. His problems
in 1970 were that technology did not exist to provide the large amo^ints
of storage at the required power level. In reviewing his system 'rn 1975
the problems still remain as shown in the Tables 5.1 and 5.2. However
for a poorer resolution of 50 m or 100 m, the power requirements may be
accomodated far on-board pracr?ssing (McMillan, 1;'75}. These power require-
_	 ments may differ from thole of actual designs, however they serve.to  illus-
trace the variability of power requirements with varying resolution.
5.x.3 Focussed 5AR Processor Using FFT
The special a]gorithm cail.ed the fast Fourier transform (FFT}
described by Cooley and Tukey has gained rapid popularity in signal
processing because of savings ire machine operations (multiplications).
p
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TABLE 5.1
Specifications fora SAR System with Real^Time Aigital Processing.
Correlation
Parameters Processor SCANSAR
Ground Swath 122.3 km,
imaged	 (one side) 200 km 152.0 km
Satellite Altitude 900 km 435 km
Satellite Velocity 7 km/sec 7,2 km/sec
Antenna Length
(along track) 8 m 3 m
Wavelength 0.03 m 0.063 m
Pulse Repetition
Frequency 1750 kMz 7.2 kNz
Doppler Bandwidth tB) 1.75 kH^ ^.$	 kFlz
Aperture Time (T) 0.x$3 secs 1.2$ secs,
1.33 S^C s
ward size in
Working Stare 5 bits 4 hits
Word Size in
Averaging Store 9 bits $ bits
Look Angle 30 degrees 7° - 22°,
z2° - 37°
Scan Cells --- 5,	 10
Number of Looks --- 3,	 6
TABLE 5.2
Correlation Processor i
'	 Resolution cell
size 20 m 50 m 100 m i50 m
•	 Nn. of azimuth
cells across the 169 67 33 22
antenna pattern
No, of range
cells/side 10,000 x+,000 2,000 1,333
No. of sub
apertures, N 5 1Z.S 25 37
Pulses per Sub-
Apert^re, TB 169 67 33 22
Sub-Aperture
Completian Time .0966 sec 0.03$6 sec 0.0193 sec 0.01.28$-sec
•	 Memary Size 32 M bits 5,1	 M bits 1.25 M bits 0:56 hi bits
power Required
one side) 325 watts 52 watts 13 wags 5.8 watts
a
iIJith the rapid advancement of digital technology, a variety of SAR modes
can be accamodated by the use of FFT.
The FFT approach is not as flexible as the correlator approaches but
it does offer attractive arithmetic advantages as well as hardware econ-
omies with the steadily decreasing cost of digital integrated circuits.
With the integrated circuit chips nnw available, especially CMOS tech-
nalogy, low-power-consumption processors can now be built. It is now
passib]e to further reduce the power consumption with a favorable trade-
off between memory bits and logic gates in current and projected future
technology such as silicon-on-saphire {SOS) to perform the large number
of multiplications in the FFT algorithm. In comparison with Gerchberg's
correlator processor, the FFT processor is estimated to use much
less power.
if digital processing is to he selected, the FFT, special-purposew
pipeliped, floating-point processor appears to offer a feasible solution
for an on-board processor. For SCANSAR, Table 5.3 shows that the power
required with FFT processing is reasonable fora 40 meter resolution
(Erickson, lg7bb).
5.4.4 Potential of Electronic Fresnei-Zone-Plate Processor
The Fresr^el Zone-Plate processor is much less sophisticated than a
-Fully focussed-one where a phase shift is app}led to each received signal
and then added in phase. Instead, it merely requires that the phases of
the summed signals all be within 180° of each other. This makes the
processor more easily realizable using digital electronics since the
received signals either remain as received or are. inverted; thus only
the sign bit on a digital word needs to be changed and. no digital multi-
, plications are needed (Erickson . , 197ba).
a
Ore trade-off for this ease of implementation is a degraded azimuth
resolution, the amount of which is dependent an the number of Fresnel
zones being processed •, Figure 5.4 shows. the relationship. .This is not a
serious loss as a degraded resolution is acceptable for.hyd.roIogical,
sea-ice, and terrain mapping such as is being considered. Amore serious
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TABLE 5 . 3.	 PARAMETERS FOR EXAMPLE FFT SCANSAR
Parameter Near Range Mid-Range Far Range
	 ^
Look Angle (Degrees} ^ 22 37
4^idth of 5can Cells	 (km) 9.2 9.8 11.3	 ^
Slant Range (km) 438.3 469.2. 544,7
Azimuth Resolution
	 (m) 36.05 38.28 44.14	 .-
Scan Cell	 Range Depth (km) 26.2 29.3-13.5 17.6
Parameter Near Swath Far Swath
Number of Scan Cells 5 10
Desired Range Resolution
	
(m) 150 50
Desired Azimuth Resolution	 (m} 50 50
Number of - Looks 6 3
Swath Width	 ( km) ]22.3 152.0
Time to Process All 5can Ce11s (s)	 1.282 1,326
Time / Scan Cell	 (s) 0,256 0.133
Time / Look (ms) 42..E 44.3
Pulses J Look 256 256
Range Pixels / Scan Ce11	 (max) 4SQ 535
Real Aperture Length (m} 3
Wavelength (cm} 6.3
Ground Velocity ( km/s} 7.2
Spacecraft Altitude (km) 435
PRF (kHz) 6.654
Doppler Bandwidth (Nz) 4800-
Bandwidth / Pixel	 (Hz) 18.75
Power Consumption (W) g0 (both sides)
Figure ^.4.
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disadvantage of this type of processing is the high sidelobes which are
produced. A fifty meter resolution is easily obtainable by processing
only a few zones; however levels of several sidslobes may be only 10 - I5
d8 below the main Labe which is relatively high. 20 d6 would be a much
more desirable value. Tapering has been examined as one possible way of
decreasing sidelobe levels and although same improvement ranging up to
2 d8 was found, sidelobe levels still remained relatively high. Another
method utilizing different types of taper over different ranges can be
considered. The effect of blanking the ends of the zones remains to be
analyzed.
In general, unless a feasible method of reducing sidelobe levels is
available, the Fresnel-Zone--Piate processor can not be used for poor-
resoiuti pn system requirements. Migher-resolution systems,where more
Fresnel zones are processed, experience sidelobes at mare acceptable,
but still rather poor, levels.
5.4.E Comb Filter Processor
Although range gated digital processors have the necessary speed,
their urge memory requirements and the subsequently large number o.f
operations involved make them questionable candidates for modest resol-
ution radars when considering - power consumption and spacecraft size con-
straints. Avery credible alternative to the .range-gated processor is
a serial (analog or digital) processor using .omb filters to process the
returns from different azimuth elements (range elements at a given azimuth
being processed sequentially},
The great advantage of this type of processor is that it sequentially
processes the. data as .it is .received from the ground ,thus tremendously
decreasing* the amount of data storage space needed by the range-gated
processor. The comb filter has a set of passbands spaced at the Fourier
components of the received pulse, thereby permitting narrow-band Doppler
filtering while-retaining the wide band characteristic of -the pulse train
necessary to retain range resolution. The processor is described in analog
terms, but could be implemented digitally (Komen, 197ba). 	 It is
the subject of a more complete analysis in Section 6.
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5.4.6 Presumming
Presumming is a technique commonly employed to reduce the storage of
a processor. However, along-track resolution is degraded in proportion
to the number of pulses summed with no possibility of using the data for
multiple loot<s. Further, there must be a condition that the illumination
pattern of the antenna covers a Doppler bandwidth equal to the PRF of the
radar. Far spacecraft SAR systems, PRF is already restricted because of
ambiguity limitations. Therefore, the advantage of presumming is not
significant, at least for the parameters chosen for SCANSAR (Fang, 1976b),
1
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5.4.7 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) -- Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
Processor
CCD analog shift registers present numerous possibilities for SAR
processing, One of these has been implemented at the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment by Roberts, et al, E1 g76^ for processing of range-Doppler
radar signals. This technique came to our attention too late for extensive
study, but an outline of the way such a _processor would work in 5AR is
presented here.
The processor uses a series-parallel configuration of CCD storage
elements as indicated in FigurE 5.5. Across the top is a CCD shift
register clocked at a high enough rate to reproduce the frequency content
of the return from a single transmitted pulse. Thus, its clock rate must
be twice the video bandwidth of such a pulse, and laoth I and Q, channels
should be used. As a single-pulse return arrives, it is used to load
sequentially this CCD register; the first signal to arrive then appears
at the right-hand end of the register.
When the pulse return is complete, a poi°allel transfer occurs from
each cell of the range CCD into-the top-cell of the corresponding azimuth
CCD, as shown. When the second pulse return h.^s filled the range CCD,
it is transferred to the top cell of each azimuth CCD, and the first pulse
information stored there shifts to the second cell. -This continues until
the azimuth CCDs are full..
Sampler
U^deo
I n pub
Azimuth
CCD's
Range CCD
S ANN
To Recording or Telemetry
[Azimu^:h &Range Sequen^ialy
Figure 5.5. CC©-SAW Processor- Concept.
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iThe azimuth CCDs are filled slowly, one Input for each transmitted
poise, but they may be emptied rapidly, sy clocking the output from
azimuth register ^l rapidly enough, the frequency content (originally
containing Doppler-bandwidth information) appears at a sufficiently high
frequency that it may be passed through the SAW dispersive delay element
shown. Indeed, it may be at such a rate that the same SAW used for range
dechirping may now be used for azimuth dechirping as we111 The effect
is that the azimuth chirp is compressed and a series of displaced azimuth
returns appear sequentially, all for the first range element. Successive
range bins' azimuth information is dechirped sequentially, so that the
output is a series of azimuth lines, with the slower scan in the range
direction.
This processor has not been studied in enough detail to indicate what
the tradeoffs may be between length of the azimuth GCD and multiple units
in parallel. If the azimuth CCD contained enough elements, an entire
''frame" representing one beamwidth of the real antenna could be presented
at one time. in this case, another set of CCDs would need to be filling
during the read -out interval. With such a system, proper interleaving
of the outputs would permit obtaining all multiple Looks at one time.
Other schemes that might be devised would use shorter lines, containing,
say, enough elements for one look in a semifocussed system or even enough
only for one aperture.. I . n these latter versions some form of processor
like that of Figure 5.6 would be necessary.
Focussing for different ranges could be achieved with this system by
varying the output clock rate, thereby causing a variation in the FM rate
for a given chirp so that it could match the fixed dispersion of the-SAW
device.
insufficient time has been available to evaluate the power consumption
of-such a device, but it seems intrinsi-tally low. A 10 x iD0 chip has been
fabricated at RIiE for demonstration; and the' state of the art in CCD.s is
such that much larger thips could also be fabricated. Ta prevent an .
excessive number of charge transfers in the CCDs, a relatively short range
CCD might normally be used, with later range returns being channeled
to separate chips.
1--38.
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This technique seems to have promise, and should be the subject of
	 I
further study.
^.4.$ Gharge wCou^led Device (CCD) Synthetic wAperture Processor
Texas Instruments, Inc., under the AAFC program and .1P1_ sponsorship
has developed .a prototype CCD processor that may be thought of as a true
synthetic-aperture processor. That is, it stores all the information from
the different positions in the synthetic aperture, multiplies them by
appropriate phase corrections simultaneously, and adds them together.
The result is a range-sequential processor with a uniquely low power
consumption. The original design was capable of a 16 km swath for a
spacecraft with ?5 m resolution that uses only 7 watts.
The concept of this processor is shown in Figure 5.7. The heart of
the system is a serial parallel-serial {SPS} CGD storage unit similar to
that used in the CCD-SAW processar described -above except that the output
is taken serially. A set of range returns is clocked rapidly into a
"range CCD" as in Figure 5.5,-and transferred i n parallel to a set of
CGD registers like the azimuth CCi)s of that figure. Instead of waiting
until a complete rangi: line is stored, however, the .transfer occurs as
soon as the "range CC[)'' is full. Thus, if this element is l0 units long,
a transfer occurs for every loth range clock cycle. At the bottom of
the vertically oriented CCDs is another horizontal one. As each vertical
CCD is filled, it transfers its first input into the .output "range CCD",
which is clocked out at the same rate as the input. Thus, this element
is operated-like a single CCD register of length Mx^l, but with only ^! + M
transfers fo.r each charge. Since the number of charge transfers should
not exceed about lOQD (at least without cot - rection for charges left
behind}, this feature is very important far large range lines.
The input video is clacked into the Pulse M SPS-CCD with) and Q
samples alternating. This SPS-CCD can hard one complete range line (ail
the returns from a singie.puls.e}. When the next pulse returns arrive,
they are clocked into the Pulse M SP5 CCD and the returns from the first
pulse are transferred to Pulse M - 1 5PS CCD after correcfiion in a "gamma
1i-40
1 and Q	
Pulse M
Video 1 n^u^ 5PS
`^-Corrector
Pulse NI-]. 	 Pulse Nl-2 Pulse ].
^,
correcting circuit" to take care of any degradation caused by charge left
behind. This continues until all M pulses stave been transmitted and their
returns stored, where M is the number of elements in the synthetic array.
At this point, the returns -From the first pulse are in the Pulse 1 SP5
CCD and those from succeeding poises are in the properly Indexed SPS CCDs.
Now, as the next poise arrives, the switches are closed and the output
from each SP5 GGD goes two ways: into the succeeding SPS CCD and down
into the range-walk corrector. This latter CCD is programmable in its
delay sa that each range pulse experiences an appropriate delay so that
all pulses from a given target (the one for which the array is focussed}
leave the range corrector at the same time. Then both i and Q pulses enter
the 4-quadrant analog multiplier, where they are multiplied by a phase
factor that provides the proper phase correction for each element in the
array: Fora given range these phase corrections are always the same for
a given element, but they may be adjusted to compensate for depth of focus.
The outputs -from ail the 4 -quadrant multipliers are added s]multaneously,
producing the synthetic-aperture output corresponding to the point wizen
pulse M/2 was transmitted. Since the multiplication occurs sequentially
far the range elements, the final output is a range line corresponding to
the M/2-pulse-transmission location.
Gamma correction can be achieved by transmitt]ng a test staircase
waveform at periodic intervals to determine the nr^cessary adjustments to
gain and zero-offset voltage to compensate for the deterioration of the
pulse in the CCD. These adjustments are then automatica]]y incorporated
each time a return is transferred frog one SPS-CCD to the next.
The range-walk correction is necessary for fine°resolution at long
wavelengths, but should not be . necessary for the.p.ostul.ated SCANSAIi.design.
Full information on this technique was not available in time to
evaluate the method-thorough ly. For the design resolution, however, a
l40 km.swath would require 9$ watts if the sca]ing is Linear.
5.x.9 Summary cif Component-State of the Art
The integrated circuit industry is fast moving and new and better
1 l-^2 ..
.	
-	 :.	 ..	 ^	 .
Jdevices seem to be always impacting the market. In regard to devices
which could be utilized in 5AR processing, ifi has been found that much
progress has recently been made in bettering those devices and indeed,
much progress is still looked for in the near future.
if any one technology can be said to be at the forefront in overall
applications it is CMOS, with power dissipation in the nanowatt range far
reasonably fast circuitry. CMOS will be especially. important in memory
applications, as memaries in the megabit range may be required far an
entire SAR processing unit. CCD's may be found to be an alternative type of
memory storage device; however, at the present time they are slower and at
.the same time consume more power than low frequency CMOS. 1n functions such
as adders, multipliers, and digital shift registers, CMOS ante again has the
least power consumption. 1n some applications, though, it may be found that
faster, higher power, devices will have to be used because CMOS may not be
fast enough. Analog devices using MOS technology-such as those manufactured
by Reticon, may find ready application for processing. The development of
larger semiconductor memaries with lower power dissipation, a]or^g with
faster IC's in general should make digital 5AR processing easier as time
progresses (Erickson, 197Sa^.
During recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to the
development of a digital radar image processing capability. Unfortunate-
ly, results to date indicate that the digital data processing required to
produce fine -resolution correlated radar images on board a^spacecraft
is prohibitive .based upon cost, complexity, - power, size:-and weight con-
siderations. As shown in fine study, a .relaxation in resa.lution require-
ments makes these considerations more reasonable.
The most promising SAR processing approach for the future appears fio
lie in the, area of analog CCD techniques., i'he recent innovation of 'the
charge-coupled device (CCD} transversal fiI-ter concept offers the potence
tial for considerable simplification of the complicated digital implemen-
Cation of convolution, The flexibility and simplicity of implementation
offered by analog - CCD techniques with respect to-earth motion compensation,
range curvature compensation, etc. far surpasses what is technically prat-.
tical using purely digital or optical techniques. A development. program
IL-43
at Texas Instruments, Inc., has produced a module which has the fallowing
predicted GC g
 processor characteristics, based an existing state-of-theM
i
.	 i	 i
art technology, stated in their proposal of January lit, 1976 for 5easat-A 	 }
{SAR).
t
Range Swath	 50 !cm
Resolution
	 35 M
Power
	 < 5 watts
Weight	 < 5 pounds
Size	 "cigar box" dimensions	 ^
Table 5.4 g1Ve5 a compari5an of the various processors studied in this
report.
Some of the power consumptions listed in this table are a bit`of a
sprprise in view of the apparent simplicity of the unfocussed, analog,
and Fresnel zone-plate processors relative to the F> =T processor. The
numbers shown are based upon the implementations of the different proces-
sors discussed here.- Far example, the Fresnel zone-plate processor is
implemented in its range-gated digital form but another form might use
less power„ and the serial analog comb-filter processor implementation
uses the quiescent power numbers given by the SAhi manufacturer, and means
for reducing this may be available or use of GC ps might reduce power. On
the other hand; the 1=FT processor was the last one treated in our analysis,
and the techniques used were very successful in reducing power consumption.
Conceivably, each of the others could be developed using a different
'approach to achieve Tower power,
s'^levertheless, the correlat-ion processor in its digital form should
always use more power than the FFT processor, .and the Fresnel zone-plate
processor may become competitive for .power in a different form, .but little	 y
like^ihood is seen that it can be made sufficiently lower in power con 	 `
sumption to justify its use in the present form with .high sideiobes. On
the other hand, use of CCAs and SAW devices in the correlation processor
and the comb-filter . processor, and use . of digital methods in the comb-	 .
filter processor might 6e expected to significantly change their power con-
a
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COMPARlSQN OF PROCESSOR TYPES
Common Parameters
Spacecraft Altitude 435 km
Real Aperture, length. 3 m
Carrier Wavelength 6,3 cm
Doppler Bandwidth 4800 E^z
PRF 7.2 KNz (6,b54 for FFT}
Ground Velocity 7.2 km/s^
Range Resolution
Near Swath 150-&2 m
Far Swath 50 - 33 m
n
.	 Range of Nadir Angle
Near Swath 7°-22°	 {6,7°-22.5° far Cnmb Filter)
'	 Far Swath 22°-37°	 {22.1°-37° for Comb Filter)
Swath Width
.Near Swath 122.,3	 {128.8 for Comb-Filter)
Far Swath 152.D (150.2 for Camb-Filter)
Number of Scan Cells
Near Swath 5
Far Swath i0
^^	 7.6 kmis is a mare realistic number based on the other parameters given.
if;
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YABL^ 5.4. (CONY.)
PROCE5SOR
Parameter
Unfocussed F'resnel	 Zone
Plate
Correlation FFY Comb Filter
Usin
	
SAMs
Near	 r Far Near Far Near ^ Far Near Far Near Far
Number of Looks
Averaged 11	 5 4	 2 to	 3 6	 3 b	 3
Number. of Azimuth
7`9 25z 23O 256 185	 198Pixels Processed
Azimuth Resolutio 117.5	 -	 i19.7- 37.x-	 39.9- 39.5 -	 46.7 ^ 36.1	 38.3 - 5O -	 5O -
119.7	 131.0 39.9.
	
-	 46.3 46.7	 49.03 38.3	 44.1 52.9
	
57.i
Estimated Power-
:Consumption
(both sides) 64 13l 170 9{l 1$4
_(watts) (2 stages
pipeline)
193
{non W	i	 eline)
ti
v	 -
-
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sumption and their ranking in the comparison.
in view of these comments, Tabie s.^ should be viewed as a good
'	 cor^parison of the techniques discussed in the various appendices to
this report far each kind of processor, but not as the ultimate answer. 	 j
{
•	 Further study is called for to examine the application of different 	 ^
^`
techniques for arrangement of hardware in the different processors and 	 ^
the application of different kinds of technology (CCp and SA^1, for	 ^ .
example) to each. Mote that 50 watts used as controller power is
significant but largely a guess!
The CC1) - SAW processor of RSRE: and the Ti-J Pi_ CCD processor are not
	
	
',
i
shown in the comparison table because we do not yet hasc adequate informa-
tion to compute power consumption for them. Both, however, appear very
promising ways to process SAR data with low power consumption.
SECT}ON 6.3. THF. SCANSAR CONCEPT
b.l.i	 INTRODUCTION
The SCANSAR concept was born out of a need to provide wide swath
coverage with special regard to the water resources and sea ice missions
(and other missions requiring frequent imaging}. However, SAR coverage
is limited by the interaction between Doppler {azimuth) and range ambi=
guities. Fu11y focussed fine resolution systems suffer these coverage
deficiencies. :` fine resolution could be sacrificed for somewhat mare
modest resolutiari the radar would have time to achieve the wide-swath
coverage desired by scanning to and dwelling an successive cross-track
image ce11s (see Figure 6.1). With the proper resolution, the radar
may have enough time to take several "looks" at each image cell, allowing
for averaging and thereby enhancing the interpretability of the radar
image.
6.1.2 COVI=RAGE LiMITATlON5
Harger (197Q) states that for range offset SAR systems, a sampling
rate equal to the Doppler bandwidth is acceptable fo preserve the Doppler
history of a target._ Oversamp3ing by 5O percent, this can be written
PRF ^ 1.5 Fd = l:5 (2^g)
where Ug = satellite ground velocity
L =physical length of .the antenna.
Since the azimuth resolution,. r^, fora fuIly--focussed 5AR wi th
antenna length L is
L	 ,,
ra — 2
PRF ^ 1 .5 Ug
r
a
.For a sat^^ilite at an.a.lt . itude Zo, with a b.eamwidth (3h , whose antenna
is looking at its farthest look angle 9, illuminating a cross°track dis-
1i-4$
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Figure 6,1. Pictorial concept of a scanning SAR.
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Lance 5 an the ground as in Figure 6.2, the roundtrtp slant-range propaga-
tion time acress the cell is
D7 = 2aR
C
Using this equation as a maximum limit with a range guard band factor of
2 and noting that 4T = 
pRF ,
1 . ^ 
y9 < PELF <
a
to avoid ambiguities in range and azimuth.
From Figure $.2,
aR = ^hR tan 6
than,	
c r cos A
a
^h ^	 U Z tan 9	 .
9 0
Thus, it can be seen that thr elevation baamwidth is proportional
to the azimuth resolution, and since
r~	
_ U
a
	
	
-^
Fd
t:or a fully focussed system, l3h is i nversely proportional to the Doppler
bandwidth. The cross-track coverage 'Swath) is then given by
S = Dh Zo
cost 8
tf a very fine resolution is used, r a is small, fah will be small, and
correspondingly, the swath will be small.
The. tracking bandwidth is
2V r
g a
afd -	 aR
where k is the wavelength and R is the slant range to the nearest image
cell. To observe a response from a tracking filter -with this bandwidths
the integration time is
_	 1
^ d ^ 4fd .	 ^
zo
^^^	 ^^
^' e
s
Figure 6.2. SAR geometry.
Again, with a fine resolution system, ef d
 will be small and T d will be
large. fay sacrificing azimuth resolution, the coverage can be increased
and since integration time is inversely proportional to azimuth resolution,
time will be available, at the expense of the number of independent looks
averaged, to scan the radar beam over various image cells aver a wide
swath. This is the basic concept behind SCANSAR.
6.1.3 SCANSAR Di"S 1 Dig! TilEORY
.	 Claasse^i discusses the fine points of the SCANSAR design in his
paper (1.975). This section will highlight these points.
a
i=or a fully focussed SAR, the azimuth resolution limit is equal to
half the physical length of the antenna. For an unfocussed system, the
azimuth resolution is a function of the operating wavelength and the
slant range to the image cell observed. Semi-focussed systems are
between these two extremes:
^ ^ ra
	
^	 ARl
1	 2
where
L = physical length of the antenna
A = operating wavelength
ra =azimuth resolution at the nearest image cell
1
R 1
 = slant range to the nearest image cell.
fn this resolution range, tracking filters (or their equivalent)
must be employed. The number of filters depends on the total Doppler
bandwidth Fd
_	 z va
The isodops in the reg'san broadside to the satellite and perpendicular
to the satellite track are hyperbolas as in Figure b.3 for fiat terrain.
•	 In the region near the crass-track direction and for relatively narrow
beamwidths in both azimuth and elevation, these isodops are closely
approximated by parallel straight lines parallel to the zeta isadap. This
is shown for an image .cell in .Figure 6.4.
The tracking filters can then be thought of as farming slightly dis-
placed synthetic beams, each filter pfd Ffz wide, integrating returns from
a different azimuth strip. As the satellite moves, the Doppler frequencies
will shift and the filters must be able to-track the change. Comb filters
will be used to track the time varying Doppler frequencies in the proposed
design and will be discussed in Section 6.4.
Since the antenna scans, the number of cross-track scan or image cells
(not pixels or resolution cells), in a swath is
^cell y (D Z -D 1^ /Sh
where 8 2 and 6 1 are the inner and outer look angles aver which the beam
is scanned.
Referring again to Figure 6.2, the azimuthal width of the image cell
nearest the satellite .track is
..
	
	 f3hZo
GA 1 ^ bhR l - cos 6i
Therefore, for continuous coverage, the total time to scan over the range
of look angles is
cAi (e)
Tsl.^w -	 vg
where GA l is the azimuthal width of the image cell closest to the
satellite track.
Ffence, the time available - to look at each _image cell is
_ 
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Figure 6.3. Sate^iite isoclops (tap view)
TRACKfi r^
TCELL must be greater than or equal to Af 
to achieve the integration
d
time fnr the azimuth resolution at each subapert+sre. If TCELL ^ pfd '
there is time to take 2 or more lacks at each image cell before scanning
to the next one.
The number of looks is
LOOKS	 TCELL ^ pfd
Setting the PRF according to the range to the farthest image cell
with a guard bar.: of 2,
c cos 6^
PF;F =
	
Zo 13h tan 8Z '
Sampling the total Doppler bandwidth such that
PRF = i.5 Fd	 ,
c cos 8z
^h
6 Zo Fd tan . BZ
The aperture height H is given approximately by
ii =	 ^
^h
gating that Fo = ^ ,
b Zo Fd tan 62
H —
F cos 6
0	 2
.	 where Fo = carrier frequency.
If the range resolution r r is specified in the design, the RF band-
width will be given by
BW _	 c
2 r r sin 8l
li-^^
1
I^
1
r
where B 1
 is the smallest pointing angle. The unchirped pulse length is
them
1
Tp = BW
To compute the transmit power requirement, it is noted that tihe peak
return power W 
rp 
frdm a single pi^cel (resolution cell} is
W	 A W	 Az o° r r
rp 
_ ^
	
r a
^+^ a2 R L f
where
Wtp = peak transmitter power
A = effective aperture of antenna
6° - scattering coefficient
R = range to cell
i.f
 = loss factor
- The peak signal power in relation to the signal-to-noise ratio is
W	
T	 F k T 8W {Si'N}
rp _
	
Gp
where
F= _ _Receiver noise figure
k - 8oltzmann's constant
T = receiver input noise temperature
BW = RF bandwidth
Gp .= tracking filter processing gain
Gp = ^^' and can be thohght of as the number of pulses integrated
d
necessary to achieve the desired resolution.
The peak transmitter power is related to the average transmitter
power by
i1
1	 ^,
3
+,
a
If 
omax and cmin are the maximum -and minimum scattering coefficients
expected in the interval (6 2 , e l ), the telemetry bit requirement N b is
Nb =	 6°max
3.O1 ff°
min
	 .
presuming a gray scale reSOlUtion equal to the minimum 6°. If an N bit
word is transmitted for each resolution cell, the total number of hits
per scan cell is
Nh {OR I ) ^OA1)
B
c	 r r
r a
where
BR I
 = length of image cell nearest satellite track
GA l
 = width of the image cell nearest satellite track
r r	 ^ range resolution
ra	 = azimuth resolution.
The required channe) capacity is then,-
.	 B
C^ — T^
	
b its/sE^c
c
6.1. x! INTERPRETABIi+fTY CONSli?ERATIONS
The ir;terpretability of images. is strongly affected by pixel size
and by the degree to which speckle hides differences between pixels..
There are two considerations in choosing the spatial resolution (pixel
size) alone. BandwidtF^ i5 related to range resolution by
required and the complexity of the processor is reduced.
According to Moore (197, interpretability 1 is related to resolu-
t]on by
-V/V
1 = 1 e	 c0
I
'`
#	 ^
^`
^	 I
where
U = a volume descriptive of the resolution
Vc
 = an effective volume characteristic of the features to ba
interpreted.
The vn]ume U, also known as the spatial gray-level volume ( SQL.) can
be expressed as
V -- r r r
a r g
where
ra
 = pixel azimuth resoitu]on
r r ^ pixel range resolution
rg
 = gray-level resolution.
Moore defines gray-level resolution for square--]aw detection as
WN^Q.
rgM 
^ wNla
where
WNg^ = power level below which 90% of the fading signals lie
with N independent samp]es averaged
WN I ^ W level below which )0% o^F the signals are averaged.
This ratio is then a measure of the ratio of signal powers. that.
bound 80^ of the expected received levels; or in terms of picture
quality, Phis ratio is that within which 8Q% of the brightness levels
are found. 1=or a Ray]eigh-fading signal (coherent reception, no
averaging) rg ^ = 2.1.9 while fora pE?otagraph . (where thousands of
independent samples are averaged by the panchromatic nature of light),
rg^d	 1 '
The potential resolution of the system using the full bandwidth
far range resolution is rao by r ro . Averaging signals fram several
cells results in a larger cell as in Figure 6.5, 	 in this casks !S smaller
cells have been averaged. Synthetic aperture systems may first prpcess
the l5 smaller pixels and add them together later ar use subaperture
processing in azimuth. rao would be the resolution limit far the fully
focussed SAR, 
2 
where L is the physical length of the antenna.
Figure 6,6a snows the resolution volume. Rewriting - the Sri_ volume
as
^ - rr rao N) {r9 EN) )
where
r - r N
a	 ao
allows for better observation of the inter-relation of the three quan-
tit^es ra , r r , and rg . This definition of V states that the interpret-
ability is dependent on the area of the pixel and not just its linear
dimension..
The minimum volume ( best effective resolution) occurs where Nrg(N)
is a mini -mum. rg (N) decreases rapidly as N goes fram 1 to a small
number, and then it decreases more slowly, The product Nr g (N) is plotted
in Figure 6 . bb, where the minimum is shown to lie between N = 2 and N = 3.
Since the picture quality is better for N = 3 than for N = 2, and since
effective resolution is equivalent, N = 3 gives optimum results for visual
interpretation. Far quantitative measurement of scattering coefficient,
N = 3 results . in excessive uncertainty and some resolution must 6e sacri-
ficed by making N larger to improve the precision of the measurement.
Regarding SCAN5AR, and thinking of N as the number of looks per
pixel id each scan cell, the tradeoffs between azimuth resolution and
interpretability become-apparent. -The number of looks N^ is-given by
N^ ^. Tcell 
= ^Tcell) ^Qfd)
where
T
cel1 - dwell time. on each i^tage cell
pfd = tracking bandwidth
#-59
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Figure 6.6a. The SGL volume.
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^ ^ integration time necessary to achieve the desired azimuth
resolution.
The tracking bandwidth is directly proportional to the azimuth
resolution. For high resolutions, efd is small and therefore the
number of looks is small (and the number of filters needed to process
the Doppler bandwidth is large).. For somewhat worse resolutions,
Afd is larger, the number of looks increases, and the interpretability
goes up until ^ = 3. pbviously very large azimuth resolutions are
unwanted due to their low information yield.
SECTION 6.2. SYSTEM PARAMETERS
a
6.2.i fNTRODUCTION
The relationships discussed in Section 6.l were compiled by Claassen
into a computer design .program entitled "SCANSAR". This program has since
been modified somewhat and an updated listing can be found in Kamen (1976b}.
6.2.2 PARAMETER SELECTION
Two swaths determined by two look angle spans were chosen in order
to accomodate both the sea ice and different parts of the water resources
missions. An angular span of 7 - 22 ° was chases since according to
Ulaby (1976}, the sensitivity to soil moistiure is greatest at small
angles of incidence. A 22 - 37° span. was chosen for studies ^f snow-
covered terrain, standing water, glaciers, lake ice, icebergs and sea
ice. Although several candidates for operating wavelength were considerw
ed, 0.563 m (` 4.75 GHz) was chosen for-two reasons. First, 4.75 GHz
is Considered a near-optimum frequency for viewing soil moisture when
the ground is covered with vegetation (Uiaby,l97b), Second, the number
of tracking filters is proportional to wavelength and 0.963 m was the
smaller wavelength relative to other possible selections.
The aperture length was selected at 3 meters, the spacecraft alti-
tude at 435 km, and the spacecraft ground velocity at 7 .2 km/sac.. $D
meters was chosen far the azimuth resolution but at small incidence
angles, 50 meter range resolution involves complications in the tracking
filters. Hence, laO m range resolution was decided on for the i^^er
edge of the near swath (Z_ - 22° angle range) and SO m by 50 m wee used
in the far swath (22 - 37° angle range}. The transmit power was based on
readily available scattering data, a lass factor of 7 df3 (3 dB one-way
attenuation between antenna and .transmitter and I d6 2-way .atmospheric
loss}, a signal-to-noise .ratio of 3 d6 (-For the smallesL.6°),.an aperture
efficiency of 755, and a. receiver input noise temperature for. 30.0° K.
11-63
The program is set up such. that the angles input as the view angles
are, in reality, the pointing angles. Hence, the actual range of illum-
ination is somewhat larger due to the heamwidth of the antenna (which
is assumed constant over the swath}. A problem that has arisen from
time to time is that of gaps appearing between the image cells at
adjacent view angles. Since the beamwidth is a function of aperture
height, which is a function of the largest cook angle in the swath,
this angle must be chosen with care. A good assumption to start with
would be allowing the actual inner and outer edges of the swath itlum--
inated by the extremes of the beamwidth at the inner and outer pointing
angles to be 7 - 22° or 22 - 37 °. Eking this criterion, the actual
input angles were 8.^+° and 2D.$° for the near swath (actual coverage
from 6.7° to 22. x+°) and 22.9° and 36,2° for the far swath (actual
coverage from 22.1° to 36,9°). Computer runs for the two swaths follow.
The transmit power is the average transmit power. The processor gain
can be thought of as the number of pulses integrated to achieve the
desired resolution, The number of filter banks is the number needed
for the processor to keep the Doppler shifts from ground targets in
focus over the swath.. The scan time is the total time for the antenna
to scan over all the image cells in the swath. The time per cell is
the amaunL of time the antenna dwells on each image cell. 	 I a
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p EFINITION QF SYMBOLS
APER	 - Aperture
AZ	 - Azimuth
XM17 PWR = Average transmit power
Fp	 - Total-.Doppler bandwidth.
RF BW	 - RF Bandwidth
PROC	 - Processing
C^A^ CAP = Channel capacity
RES	 _ Resolution
s.z.3 CONC^usIONs
in examining the system parameters and coverage output listings,
several comments can be made. A relatively small antenna 3 meters on a
'	 side could handle the system requirements. ^'he average transmit power
is a modest l5 watts In the - far swath. 6 looks are obtained in the
near swath, 3 in the far. Although the number of filters is fairly
large, only one bank is needed for each swath, a filter bank being
related to the radar's ability to track the Doppler returns over the
swath, which is d [5CClS5ed I n
 more detail in Section 6.4. .Perhaps most
important, the scanning SAR was able to provide coverage of 130 to 150 km
compared with fixed angle coverage of only l5 to 30 kr^: Thus for soil
mc+isture observation, a scanning SAR loo!<ing out both sides of the
satellite track could offer a total swath width of 260 km, a 50 m
azimuth resoiution,at a near optimum frequency of 4.75 GNz, using
•	 two 3 by-1.07 m antennas achieved with 370 tracking -Filters, a trans-
mitter power of 27 watts and a telemetry channel of 4.8 megabits/second.
x
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SECTION 6.3, RAgAR SYS7fM ANq
 ANTENNA
b.3.1
	
fNTROgUCTION
Based on the pa-rameterS discussed in Section 6,2, the transmitted
poise length 2 is the reciprocal of the RP bandwidth (b.8 MHz for - the
near swath) and the PR> = is 7200 Hz. The duty cycle is defined as the
ratio of the time the transmitter is pulsed to the interpulse period or
D = z
where T =
	
	
1
PRF
Using the above numbers., q = .3060. ^'he transmitter average and
	
,r.
peak powers are related by the duty cycle as
wav - q ^. wpeak
if Slav is 15 watts,-then-the peak power is 14.2 kW. This very high
.peak power can. be .reduced by Using chirp techrtiquES to expand the trans-
mitted poise and increase the duty cycle. Using a 100 to 1 chirp, the
transmitted pulse length becomes 1^+,7 microseconds; the duty cycle be-
comes ]0.F%, and the peak power becomes a more modast 142 watts.
6.3.2 PULSE COMPRES5f0N TECHNIQUES
trical networks. Many types of devices exist in both classes, however,
one of the best developed technologies is found in the area of disper-
sive delay lines which belongs to the ultrasonic class - specifically,
the surface acoustic wave (SAW) delay line.
SAW dispersive delay lines use an input and output array of elec-
trodes on the same surface of a piezoeiectric plate {nondispersive
medium) to create.a linear delay-vs.-frequency characteristic. if an
electric signal is applied to the electrodes, a surface wave is generated;
conversely, a surface wave applied to the electrodes will induce a voltage
across them. The delay-vs.-frequency behavior is determined by the elec-
trode spacing, which can effect an up or down chirp depenaing on the
orientation. Figure b.7 is a block diagram illustrating the use of a
SAW delay line chirp . generator and decoder. Here, a signal is dawn-
chirped, mixed up to same carrier frequency and transmitted. The
received signal is then mixed down to some intermediate frequency
{tYP ically 30-500 MHz) -and up-chirped. In practice, the same disper-
sive .delay line may be used for both the transmitted and received signals.
Several manufacturers including Plessey and Andersen Laboratories offer
product lines with-SAW dispersive delay line pulse-compression ratios as
high as 625.
z. Phase-coding
Phase coded waveforms differ from linear F^4 in that the pulse is
divided into several sub-pulses, each of equal - length and a particular
phase. The phase is .selected in accordance with a phase code. Binary
coding, the most popular, consists of a sequence of is and Os or -^ls and
-ls, the phase of the transmitted signal alternating between 0° and 180°
in accordance. with the sequence. as in Figure 6.B. The compressioh ratio
is equal to the number of subpulses in the waveform.
A special class of binary codas, the Barker codes, are considered
optimum in the sense that the peals of the autocorrelation function is t^
and the sidelol^e magnitude less. thanor equal to..one, where N is the
number of elements in the code. At present, Barker codes. are known
only up to a cot^pression ratio as high as 13. Longer phase codes can,
of course, be used for greater pulse-compression ratios. They are not
1I-b9

-f' ^.
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Figure f. $. A pulse Nz seconds long expressed in
a binary phase code.
optimum in the Barker-code sense, but codes with reasonable sideiobes
exist and can be used.
A matched-filter receiver for phase coded waveforms is given in
Figure 6.9. The received signal is passed through a bandpass filter
matched to-the subpulse width and applied to a tapped delay line. The
taps are spaced at intervals of the subpulses width; the phase shift
at each tap being 4° or 1$Q° in accordance with the phase code.
6.3.3 RECOMMENDED HARDWARE
1. Power Output Amplifier..
The selection of the power output amplifier may be made from three
candidates: the travelling-wave tube {TWT) the klystron, and the solid
state amplifier (SSA}. At ^.8 GHz, the SSA, although ideal in many ways
is linvited in its maximum power output to a peak power on the order of 100
watts. The . klystron stability is as goad or better than the TWT but it
suffers from a lack of bandwidth. The recommended TWT has the best.
overall bandwidth - and efficiency (single stage efficiency running at
abort 250). The TWT also has an excellent track record concerning its
use an spacecraft. .The Hughes family of space qualified TWT`s can-boast
over 800,000 hours. of failure-free life-test. and space operation. 5.ee
Erickson {197bc) for more detail concerning power output amplifiers.
2. Receiver Front-End
.Perhaps the single most important consideration amongst receivers
is noise. Possib]e choices for the law..noise amplifier {!_NA) are the
parametric amplifier, the transistor amplifier, and the tunnel-diode
amplifier (TDA}, According to Erickson{i976c), these three amplifiers
have .noise.f'igures at 5 GHz of.appraximately O.5 dB, 2..3 dl3', and 4.S dl3
respectively. ..With a total noise-figure of ^ dB far.SCANSAR, the TDA
can be rejected immediatei .y.. Of the paramp and the transistor amplifer,
the latter can claim high reliability, large dynamic range, high power
output, non-critical power supply, and-law weight. Wi th advent+ng
If-^Z
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technology the noise figure of the transistor amplifier may be reduced
evert further, so it would make an excellent choice for the SCANSAR LNA.
b.3.i+ ANTENNA CON511)ERATIONS
Considering the aperture height at the maximum range in the far swath,
a 3 meter by 3 meter electronically scanned antenna could handle the
SCANSAR system requirements. Two antennas would be used for a double-
-.
	
	 sided 5AR. Electronic scanning is desirable in that a minimum amount of
time {1 to 3 microseconds) is spent changing pointing angles. Fong {197b)
considers other benefits to electroni c scanning including computer opera-
tion and reliaiSiiity. The nominal pointing angle for each swath ,should
be the farthest one, in the computer design, a constant beamwidth was
assumed aver each swath. In reality, the beamwidth is inversely propor-
tional to the tangent of the pointing angle so the beamwidth increases
with decreasing-angle... -For purposes of coverage, therefore, it.wauld be
desirable to s.et the beamwidth according to the farthest pointing angle
'	 and scan the beam inwards towards the satellite.
Another alternative antenna structure is a parabolic reflector with
multiple, off-axis, feeds. The number of feeds required is 5 or ld
depending. on the swath to be observed. Total- scan is about 3C °, so
pointing at 22° would allow a scan of + 15°. 5ince the feed for such an
antenna need be off^axis by only half the scan angle, feeds need only
occupy space -^ 7.5° from the "horizontal`' axis of the antenna. Such
an antenna might well 6e .s.ignifirantly less expensive than a scanned
array, particularly in view of the extensive experience with reflector
antennas on communication satellites.
Before reflector antennas can be considered as real candidates fer
SCANSAR, a thorough study shauid be made. of the. effect of aperture
blockage on sidelobes and consequently on ambiguities.
4-
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SECr l onl 6.4	 PRQCESSOR
	 '^
i
6.4.1	 INTR01}UCrION
i
Although digital SAR processors are presently quite popular, analog
	 _	 ^'
processors offer another means for processing radar images on-board and
in real time. The recommended processor uses comb filters implemented
by recursive use of analog shift registers.
!n this form, the various range elements are processed sequentially
as a signal circulates around a delay element and is added to the incoming
	
i',
signal. The comb filter has a set of passbands spaced as the Fourier
components of the received pulse, permitting narrow band Doppler filtering
while retaining the wideband characteristic of the pulse necessary to
retain range resolution. An obvious benefit to using this type of pro-
cessor is that the amount of storage necessary to process the returns is
considerably less than Those processors which batch process the range ce11s,
since here na memory is required for Individual signal elements. For a
	 1
detailed examination of the SCANSAR processor see Komen {1976b).
6.4.2 COMB FILTER G'^^ICEPTS
SAR data processing involves correlating chirp waveforms generated
by varying Doppler shifts as the radar travels past targets ran the ground.
1f the integration time necessary to yield a required azimuth resolution
is T and if the system PRF is F; then the number of poises; N. , integrated
during the building of each synthetic aperture is
...
..
^G
Figure G.1Q. Comb filter passbands showing carrier and
its side-bands (zero phase shift).
^C	 / OFFSETI_/J^,-•-
r
Figure 6.11. Comb filter passbands phase^stii.fted to
account-for [)oppler shifting.
.M
1
Doppler frequencies over an observed area on the ground is within the. 	 ^
total passband of the processor,	 ^	
^
As shown in Figure 6,12, a camb filter consists of a delay device, 	 1	 J
a tunable phase shifter, and a weighting amplifier. The delay device 	 '
samples the first return and holds it for the proper period, the phase 	 ^	 '
sE^ifter tunes the filter far the desired Doppler shift,. and the weighting
	 &
amplifier is used to reduce the sidelnbes in the sin x/x character of
the camb teeth. -After the proper number of poises is integrated by the
filter, the composite: waveform is fed into a buf-^er for temporary storage,
198 filters are used to facilitate bath swaths.
According to iComen {1976x} in order far pulses from the same azimuthal
strip to add in phase, 	
,
^ - WnT = -2^r
Where ^ phase shi^Ft to tune each fitter channel
Wn - IF frequency of the returns 	 '^,
	
T W	 1
PIiF	 ..
r = some - integer.
Since W ^ nW where W - 2^
	
n	 o	 o	 ^' '
W ^	
;
Wn -- T -^ nWo
- where kfn and Wn ^ i are harmonics of Wa. These - two. equations show that
a constant phase shift ^.irttroduced at some ,frequency Wd will appear in ti
al1:the harmonics of that frequency..
The expression for the pulses . c:.irculating the Loop I times can be
written as	 .
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where S n is a smal] offset from Wn . Rewriting, the expression becomes
	
J (W ^- s ) t	 I TS n 	.J (I -1) TSn
n	 n	 sinian ane	 Ts	 a	 2.
n
sin
	
j (W a-S ) t
	 ^
It is noted that ^ ane	 n n	 represents the original signal Wn with
n
the d o offset. The sin nx/sin x expression shows the comb response. As
sn
 is sma]1, the last factor can be neglected.
introducing the weighting amplifier with gain K, the circulation
expression becomes
	
j (W +8 ) e I	 -1 i s T
E a e	
n n
	
E K.e	
n
n	 in	 i
Standard methods in antenna and filter design can he used to establish
weights (1C i ) that give the desired side]obe suppression with the usual
widen 'tng of the male response.
Since the Doppler shift for any point target decreases linearly in
frequency with time as the radar passes the target, the processor must take
this into account. The SCANSAR system converts this varying frequency to
a fixed frequency by heating the incoming signal with an appropriate ref-
erence function varying at the same rate as the signal from the point
target. As the satellite moves, the ground returns tviil shift in fre-
quency, but after beating with the proper swept ]ocal-oscillator signal,
returns from each azimuth line remains fixed. implementati^rr of the comb
filter follows in this section.
fi. ^f. 3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. PRF Diversity
The tracking bandwidth Ofd , the integration time T, the beamwidth
1t-77
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Bh , and the poise width t p are listed below.
© fd EHz)	 ^ (sec)
	 Bh (°)	 z (sec)
p
Near Swath	 26,0
	 0 .0384 6	 3.376
	 .147 x 1
0-6
Far Swath
	
24.2	 0.04132	 1.513	 .130 x.10-6
Assuming the beamwidth constant, the actual total angular coverage from
inner edge to outer edge of each swath is
Coverage
Near Swath
	 6.712° - 22.448°
Far Swath	 22.144° - 36.557°
In examining the actual angular coverage at each pointing angle, an irate r
esting problem arises. The beam energy will strike the near edge of each
image cell before it strikes the fa y edge. Since the range R is a function
of known angles, the actual times the returns a rrive at the antenna-can
be aetermined by
T = 2R
G
where C = speed of light, The transmitter will send out guises every
PRF seconds. After fC pulses, the returns will begin arriving at the
antenna at an interval of every 
PRF 
seconds. Upon closer examination
of the transmit and receive times it can be observed that, at certain
pointing angles, the returns will arrive during the time the transmitter
is supposed td be transmitting. This highly undesirable condition can
be readily resnived by studying other PRF's that satisfy the ambiguity
rei.ationships and selecting one to use as an alternative at the selected
pointing angles.. A PRF of 7050 liz was chosen. This means that slightly
fewer pulses era integrated. The following table lists the number. of
I --78
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pulses integrated in each swath for each PRF. 	
w
I'RF = 7200 Hz
	
7050 iiz
Near Swath	 27b	 271
Far Swath	 297	 29l
The number of image (scan) veils in the near and far swaths was found to
be S and 10 respectively. If cell number l is nearest the satellite
track i n each swath and num€ier i ng i nci-eases outward, the i'Rt= assignments
are as follows:
PR1=
 = 7200 Hz	 7OS0 Hz
Near Swath
	
1,2,3,5	 ^
Far Swath
	 1,3,x,5,7,9	 2,6,8,]0
The PRF diversity does complicate. the processor to snore extent but it can be
handled easily enough..
2. Doppler Slope
The SAR processor must correlate - chirp waveforms generated by the
varying Doppler shifts as the radar travels past targets on the ground.
The SCANSAR system accomplishes this by beating these waveforms with some
reference function varying at the same rate as the Doppler shifts. The
result is a s .et of fixed frequencies which can lie processed b.y the proper
comb-filter channel, It is then necessary to determine just - how much the
Doppler shifts will change during the time it takes for one look.
The ©oppler slope is given by
2
fd = 2. ^— Hz/sec.
where Vg = satelTite ground ve]ocity
a = wavelength
R = s]ant range to the swath
i
'v
To observe the Doppler shifts over the swath, the range R is considered
to the swath inner edge, center, and outer edge. The total change for
one look is
4 f = fd
 (R) z
where T = integration time for one look.
tf -the total change over the swath is less than the tracking bandwidth
a'
T
^ f ^R i ) -- ^ f (Ra) < ^ fd
.	 where R i - Range^to swath i nner edge
Ra
 - Range to swath outer edge,
the range elements remain " in focus", Ef this condition is satisfied,
one bank of filters will be ab3e to process the returns. Setting the
reference function to vary as poppler frequency changes in the center of
the swath will enable the inner and outer edges to remain in focus. The
reference function could vary on a per -pulse basis tuned. to the swath
center ^ f	 or
1?c
e f (RG)
a fRe _	 ^
where ^! = number of pulses integrated
Rc - range to swath center_
TABLE b.l
i
r	
.
Near Swath Far Swath
^d (R i ) 3757.32 Hz/sec 3504. ^0 i•Iz /sec_
fd (Rc ) 3656.39 Hz/sec 3273.19 iiz/sec
fd (ito? 396.58 kiz/sec 307.3. i 5 Hz /sec
^f ( Rc) 140.62 iiz 135.25 i^z
0f{swath} 10.03	 Fiz 19.87 Hz
^f	 (PRF = 7200) .508 Hz/pulse ..455 Hz/pulse
Pc
Afpc (PRF = 7050) . 519 Hz/pulse .465 Hz/pulse
s
^fd (R} Doppler slope to the swath inner edge, center, and outer edge
qf(Rc) = total Doppler frequency change over one look at the swath
center range
'	 ^f(swath) =	 change in total Doppler ^rreque^cy over the swath
of	 (PRF} =	 change ofi reference f=unction an a per-pulse basis -tuned
pc
to the swath center.
6.4.4 SYSTEM DESIGN
The radar system will transmit and receive at 4.75 GHz. The incoming
signal will be mixed down to 60 MHz and then to 5 MHz For use in the filter
channels, Figure 6.13 shows the frequency translation and the RF band-
width of the returns.
A better picture of what is to happen can be seen by expanding
Figure 6.13 in
-the 5 MHz region and showing the comb .of spectral com^
ponents over the 6.8 MHz bandwidth of the near swath as in Figure 6.14.
The 4.8 KHz spread about each spectral line is the Doppler frequency
spread. To sample the return information properly, the processor
sampl-ing
 frequency must be at least twice the highest frequency over
the bandwidth or at Ieast 16.8 MHz. Expanding this figure about the
center Frequency as in Figure 6.15 shows the individual filter position-
irrg over the Doppler band. I98 filters will cover the Doppler returns
from both swaths. Only l85 of these are needed for the near swath.
The basic processor for the.5CAN5Ait is shown in Figure 6.16. The
processing system takes the range-offset coherent video signals from
the radar system, preprocesses them with a scanning local , oscillator,
comb-filters simultanesouly observed banks of azimuth elements and
delivers the processed pixels to - the telemetry system for transmission
, back tv earth. Examination of the subsystems follows.
1. The Scanning- Local Oscillator (SLO)
The SLO must provide a signal. whose frequency varies at the same rate
as the Doppler shift change for . a. given pixel .so .the mixer output for each
pixel is a constant Frequency as 'in Figure 6.17, In the figure, .the.
Doppler frequency shifts from three point targets of adjacent. along-track
pixels are shown to be .linearly decreasing functions o.f time. Mixing
with the SLO yields a set of constant Frequencies Which can. be fi"ltered
with fixed filters in the channel bank.
The SLO can be implemented b.y considering that the Doppler slope
is known and the change of Doppler_ . frequency has been calculated on a
per-pulse..basi s. in Section 6,4.3.. One method would be phase-shifting
1
SMHz	 b0^111hz	 ^. 75GHz
Figure b.i3. RF to IF frequency translation
showing I2F bandwidth.
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the S!_0 at certain increments after a specified number of pulses has been
received to produce the desired frequency shift. Another would be using
balanced modulators.
a. SLO by Phase Shifting
Frequency w is defined as the change of phase ^ with time or,
^ = ! wdt
Since it is desired to change the frequency with time,
where ^w is the total change in Doppler frequency ciur'ng one looEc. As
'	 shown earlier, the total Doppler shift is given by
^w = a t
where a = Doppler slope
t = time for one Took.
Jntegrating,.
^ = wt a- 2 atz
where 
2 
at2 us the total phase shift during one laotc. Using the numbers
from Table 6.1 of the preceding section
r¢ Total (Near Swath) = 973°
^ TotaI ( E=ar Swath) ^ 1006°
It would be more feasible to introduce a phase shift .every x degrees
instead of for-every pulse. Since it Is desired that the frequency da-
.
	
	 crease with -time, th .e phase - shifting process will proceed faster with
earlier pulses than with later ones. IComen ( 1976Ei) recommends-groupings_
of 20° in - the configuration of Figure C.1$.
The 6d MHz IF will be mixed with the 55 MHz SLO signal to place the
return an a S ^4Eaz carrier, The counter will count the proffer number of
pulses and will switch irt . the proper amount of phase-shift .such that
II-$5
NH
,^Iz
To ilfi^^^
Channel°^
after alI the isulses for one look have returned, there will have been a
cumulative phase shifr of 973° or 1006° depending on the swath. 49
lumped-constant phase-shifters are needed for the near swath, 50 far
the far. The average error over l Iodic is essentially zero and the
'
	
	 largest error after a given phase shift is approximately 20° which
amounts to about 3 Hz of Doppler shift.
b. Si.O by Balanced .Modulators
The use of balanced modulators is actually a single sideband tech-
hique which involves mixing two signals and getting out one of the two
sidebands, This method is especially useful where the sidebands are
close in frequency to the input signals. This system involves two
'
	
	 sub-systems: a chirp reference generator and the mixer. , The basic
configuration is shown in Figure b.19.
The reference generator supplies a voltage ramp (which varies pro-
portional to the Dopple r• shifts frog the ground) to the voltage controlled
crystal oscillator whic^ provides the chirp to the balanced modulators.
The VCXO signs] is split into two parts, one of which is phase-shifted
by y0°. The VCXO signal is mixed with a 5^.9 Mlfz signal from t^;e
frequency synthesizer which is also split with one component undergoing
a ga° phase shift. Then the mixed. signals are recombined at the summing
_point, the 54.8 MHz component cancels, ]eaving the chirped 55 MHz com-
ponent,
The reference function can 6e generated digitally as in Figure 6,20.
The VCXO rec{uires a control voltage in order to operate., Changing the
control. voltage in a linear.fashion will resctlt i, n the VCXO generating
>
	
	
a chirp. The control voltage is stepped down in the counter on a pulse-
i~y-pulse .basi s corresponding to the desired rate of frequency change.
. ;
	
	
The amplifiers provide.the necessary gain to:de]iver the proper control
voltage to the UCXO for the desired swath.
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2. The Filter Channel
A block diagram of a single filter channel is shown in Figure 6.21.
The basic operation of the channel proceeds as follows. The output of the
SLO mixer is a set of constant frequencies representing the Doppler shifts
from targets on the ground; the frequencies are functions of azimuthal
position relative to the spacecraft. The SZQ mixer output goes to all
1^$ processor channels simultaneously to be processed for range inform-
ation. Reticon serial analog memories (SAMs) are used to sample and hold
the range information for 
PRF 
seconds.. The maximum clock rata on the
Reticon SAM-6^
 is i2 MHz. Since at least 16.$ MHz is needed to sample
the returns, .operating two SAM banks in parallel, each at l0 Mliz wi11
give the desired camp-ling, plus some oversampiing. R 2-phase clock is
used to separate the range elements such that SAM bank A handles the odd-
numbered elements and bank i3 the even-numbered elements. After the proper
delay, the range elements are recombined, low-pass filtered, and mixed up
to 100 MHz to be phase shifted. The channel phase-shifter is selected
according to swath, the amount of prase-shift being determined by where
the filter is tuned. The comb-filter response is then weighted to reduce
sideiobe levels and the signal is mixed dawn, amplified, and added to the
next incoming poise.. After ail the pulses for one look have been added,,
the resulting waveform is demodgtated and stored in the buffer bank.
a. Serial Analog hemories
The SAM-b4 is a 64 bit analog shift register with b3 bits available
for storage and with independent reaa-in and read-out clocks, The number
of 5AM cells iV needed to store the range information from a scan cell is
given by	
^ gh
 R tan $
	 f
N .=	 ^	 s
where fs is the sampling frequency. The largest number of SAM"s needed
between th.e two swaths is 2^.for the paralle] channels.
The SAM banks in Figure 6.2i actually appear as in Figure 6.22...
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SAMs Al and Bi are activated to sample a return pulse. The taunter counts
range elements and when all 63 positions are filled, the elements are
diverted to A2 and B2, etc. until all the range elemtns are stored. The 	 ^
buffer bank operates in a similar manner. After 13$.9 usec ar 141.8 sec 	 ^`
depending on the PRF used, a start pulse from the controller starts the
readout clocks and the taunter, and the range elements are stared. The
	 E
It should be noted that this entire process could be implemented digitally.
b. Phase
-Shifter
Shifting the center frequency of the filter by an aESiaunt less than
the spacing of the teeth is accomplished by using afrequency-independent
{all--pass) phase shift, each channel requiring a different phase shift
'
	
	
to tuna it tc a different Doppler frequency. Setting the Qoppier filter
band from 1000 to 5$00 Flz (4$00 Hz bandwidth} puts the zero Doppler fre-
quency at 3400 Hz. The necessary phase-shift ^ to tune a channel to a
frequency f far a given repetition rate T is
^ = 2^rf T
Some phase-shifts as functions of frequency for the two PRF's are given
in Ta61e 6.2.
TAI3t_E 6.2
Near Swath Far Swath-
^ {1000) 50,000° 51.064°
^ (2000) 100.000 1.02.12$
^ E34oa) 17a.oa o 173.61;
^ (4$00} 240.000 245.106
^ {5800} 290, Oaa 296.1.70
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All-pass functions have magnitudes constant for all frequencies and
are characterized by their poles and zeroes being images with respect to
the origin and with respect to the imaginary axis. A network such as in
Figure b.23 could be employed.
c. Weighting
Amplitude weighting of the frequency comb is used to suppress the
sideiobes of the comb response. The first sidelobe resulting from a
uniformly weighted comb is approximately 13.3 dB below the peaks. By
amplitude weighting, the sideiobes may he reduced to any desired level.
Unfortunately, reducing the sideiobes results in widening the main lobe
thereby degrading the resolution. Far the terrain-mapping function of
SCANSAR, the side lobe levels need not be as law as those far identifying
hard targets and as a result, the main lobe will not widen as much and
the loss in gain is not as severe.
Table 6.3 shows the sideiobe levels for several basic distributions.
The SCANSAR was designed. around the relation S h = a/H (radians} or
57.3 A/H (degrees) so using a parabolic weighting, sideiabe levels
could be expected in the -17 dB to -20 dB range. ^'he weighting can be
implemented by using a voltage controlled amplifier (VCA} whose gain K
is preprogrammed to weight the response to yield the desired distribution.
d. Gain Stabilization
It may be necessary to guarantee that tha gain around the loop stay
constant. This may be done by injecting a signal at a known frequency and
voltage as shown in Fiv_ure 6.24, recovering it via a frequency trap and
comparing the voltages. T1^^Q difference voltage may be used to drive the
weighting amplifier to restore equilibrium.
3. Detection and Buffering
After all the necessary pulses have been integrated and mixed up to
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i00 MHz, they are full-wave detected to eliminate the carrier, low-pass
filtered to yield a composite waveform, and stored in the buffer bank.
A detection-filter hank configuration such as that of Figure 6.25 may
be used. The detection process effectively halves the 1F bandwidth,
therefore the bandwidths are 3.4 MHz and 3.85 MHz for the two swaths.
	 -	 •^
Bunning the buffer SAMs at 8 MHz will sample both swaths. The number 	
tll
of buffer SAMs is 
20 
the number needed In the filter channel loop, or
10 SAMs. The buffers contain the compressed azimuth data observed by
each filter. While the comb filter is summing the returns for one look,
the range elem ents in the buffers from the preceding look , pan be read into
accumulators. The returns for each look are then added to the appropriate
addresses in the accumulators as in Figure 6.26,
4. Timing and Control
There are two major decisions for the master controller, The first
	 -	 j
decision is which swath -the satellite is to observe. From an equipment
stand.paint, this sets the antenna pointing angle program, the dwe]1 time
for each scan cell, and the number of -Filter channels to be used. !t also 	 ,
determines the proper a .maunts of phase shift {or frequency shift) in .tire
SLO and in the filter channels, and the number of buffer integrations (looks},
Once t-his decision is rude, the other is selecting the correct PBF for each
'scan cell pointing angle. This decision determines the transmit and
receive cycles, the read-in and read-out start times on the 5AM clacks,
and the filter channel delays, Since the^'e is a finite time delay between
transmitting a pulse and receiving a return, the transmitter can be shut
down_. after it has sent out the proper number of pulses for all the looks
at a s pan cell position until all . the returns are back. The buffers can	 '
then dump their contents into the major summing 'unction for transmissionJ
to earth while the antenna is scanned to its next pasltioh. 	 '
5. Alternative Processor Confi guration	 1
A potential problem exists with the filter channel configuration of
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aFigure 6.21 in that the dynamic range of the SAMs may not be great enough
to accomodate summing 300 pulses. According to Retican, the spurious
level of a SAM is 55 dB below ^+ volts or 7 mv. The random noise level is
63 dB below 4 volts or 2.$ mv. This problem can be circumvented by
modifying the filter channel arrangement as in Figure 6.27 and processing
the returns in a "pipeline" fashion. A bank of ^ filters (where N is
the total number of filters) pre-filters the returns, summing 20 pulses.
This sum is dumped into a secondary bank of filters set up as before but
whose delay is 20 times that of the pre-filters. This scheme prevents
the total level in any SAM -From exceeding 4 volts. For example, let the
input voltage level to the pre--fiiters by .I volt. Rfter 20 pulses are
summed, 2 volts will be in each pre-filter.
	 If a gain (K) of .1 is used
to set the Ievel to the secondary bank,-then .2 volts will be input to
these SAMs. In summing 300 pulses, the pre-filters will dump 15 times
so that after 1 look, the total voltage in each secondary filter SAM
will be only 3 volts.
6.x.5 CONCLIJSfONS AND R1=COMMENDATIONS
The SCANSAR signal processor can effectively be implemented as an
analog system; however, there a re a few considerations worth mentioning,
The stability of the filter channels is a critical factor and must be
Fhamined in detail. Obviously, the more complex a processor is, the more
difficult it becomes to operate under a - given set of constraints. It is
hoped .that in the near future, the storage capability of the SAM (or
similar devices) will be expanded so that fewer of them will be needed.
It is conceivable that more detailed comb response sidelobe weighting
studies ray require revision of the resolution requirements. The ideal
way to evaluate system performance and to study possible improvements
would b.e to construct an aircraft .version of the processor, which would
be considerably less complicated than the satellite version,-and fly the
system. Perfecting its operation on a small-scale basis would Lend it-
self well to expansion . to spacecraft operation.
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aSECTfON b.^ MOTION COMPENSATION
Two kinds of spacecraft motion must be taken into account in the
operation of the spacecraft SAR, since both can have the effect of dis-
placing the Doppler band relative to the illumination pattern of the
antenna: (1} attitude errors can cause the antenna tv point in some dir-
ection other than along the zero-Doppler line; and (Z} vertical velocity
components caused either by non-circularity of the arbft or by the oblate^-
ness of the earth cause a net shift in the Doppler frequency and therefore
an apparent along - track displacement of the image. Ideally the antenna
should be pointed along the zero - Doppler line, but this line is not per-
pendicular to-the orbital plane, since the Doppler frequency is measured
in terms of velocity relative to the rotating earth. At the egEaator a
point an the earth has a linear velocity of about 463 m/sec. If the
satellite were in a true polar orbit, this would mean that the zero-
Dappler line would deviate from perpendicular to the orbit plane by
3.5° at the equator, decreasing to zero at the poles. For other orbits
the deviation is less at
-the equator, but the component along the orbit
of the earth °rotation velocity gives a displacement to the image that
depends an position in the orbit. With the typical narrow beams, rotation
of either the satellite or the antenna to ::vmpensate for the rotation of
the zero-Doppler line relative to the orbital plane should be included in
the design of the satellite-radar system.
Attitude variations of the satellite can also cause errors in the
Doppler shift far which compensation must be provided. Yaw rotates the
beam position vn the ground ;_
 pitch moves the entire pattern ahead of or
behind the zero-Doppler line. The. satellite attitude control system keeps
these variations within relatively fine limits, but. additional compensa-
tion - must be provided unless the attitude limits for the vehicle are kept
within very small bounds.
Three methods for compensating for these movements are: (1} cantrvl-
ling the frequency of an oscillator to center the signal spectrum ih the
processor passband, ^(2} electronically steering the antenna in azimuth
to the desired angle to compensate for yaw and earth's rotation,
11-i02
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r(3} physically moving the antenna ar spacecraft to correct for earth's
rotation and yaw and pitch errors. Roll errors may also Cause problems, 	 ^
although ti^ese are not usually as severe because of the wider vertical	 ^
beam of the antenna. in some configurations of the SCAHSAii, however,
the vertical beam is narrow enough so that roll errors can become a
problem. For this situation, stabilization of the antenna (mechanically
or electronically} is called for, since Doppler shifting cannot make this
type of correction. Furthermore., for same situations involving fine- 	 _
resolution radars the curvature of the off-normal isodops must be con-
sidered in the processing, but this problem is not believed to be
significant for the modest resolution systems discussed here.	 ,
Method (i), use of an offset local oscillator frequency, must be
used to compensate far vertical velocity variations, and can be used to
compensate for earth's rotation and attitude errors. The earth's rota-	 ;
tian error correction frequency can be programmed in advance, but attitude
errors must be detected by the satellite control system sensors which can
then provide a correction voltage to the radar. The output of the error
control oscillator can then be mixed in a single-sideband modulator with
the 5^,9 GNz stable reference from the frequency synthesizer to produce
a signal at 54.9 ^ fD MHz. This signal is then mixed in the scanning
local oscillator, A diagram of this method is shown in Figure i;.28.
1n practice, soma combination of methods (l}, (2), and (3} must be
used in the radar/satellite system. Detailed design of this system
depends on bath orbit and satellite attitude control parameters.
iw
figure 6.2$. Motion - compensation circuit using balanced rriodulations.
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Si:CTiON 6.b. POWER ANE3 SIZE
The major contributors to the power dissipation are the SAMs {partic-
ularly their drivers), the transmitter, the receiver, the frequency
synthesizer and the controller. The SAM is a relatively new device and
r
as such, there is very little information available concerning power dis-
sipation in actual applications. Based on manufacturer data sheets,
Kamen {]97bb) speculates the SAMs and their drivers will use 37 watts
(single filter bank approach) or 33 watts {pipeline approach). The
average transmitter power is lS watts, but with a 2^^ efficiency, will
3 use 60 watts. The low noise transistor amplifier used in the receiver
can be expected to use 10 watts maximum. Based on presently available
units, the frequency synthesizer will use approximately i5 watts. 2^
watts is allotted to the controller on a sheerly intuitive basis. The
controller, being the heart of the processor, is an inherently complex
device whose specific design was not considered within the context of
.	 this report series. The buffer A/I] converter will use approximately lO
watts.	 TO watts is allowed far miscellaneous items such as amplifiers, 	 s
multiplexing devices, etc. Power supplies are assumed $S^ efficient.
Table 6.4 shows the power budget for a single-sided SAR with a total power
consumption of around :200 watts.. The ^^ajor contributors to this total
figure are the SAM drivers {IVationa] Semiconductor MM88$2O CMOS clock
'
	
	
drivers). One area of development to be awaited in the near future is the
advent of CM05 devices with lower power consumptions and the ability to
accomodate higher load capacitances.
The physical size of the radar depends mainly on the layout of the
electronic components. It is recommended to mount the components for
each channel on the same board in order to minimize propagation delays.
The drivers for the SAMs could be located together in order to centralize
the large amount of heat they can be expected to generate. Heat can be
.	 dissipated by radiation into space. The fixed shapes of many off-the-shelf
items such as the microwave plumbing, transmitter tube, and power supplies
r^us.t be considered in order to package the hardware for minimum volume.
Obviously, high voltage leads should be kept to minimal lengths. Ic would
II -lOS
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ralso 6e advisable to locate the transmitter tube as far away from the antes-
na as possible so as to reduce thermal effects. ^'he Ertlre radar system
	 ^
could conceivably be enclosed ire a 3b" x 36" x 18" volute.	 ;	 ^
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SAMs (and drivers)
Transmitter (25% eff.)
Receiver
Frequency Synthesizer
Controller
Buffer A/i)
Miscellaneous
TABLE 6.^.
1 side
-	
37 w
-	 b0
--	 10
-	 1 5
-	 2^
--	 10
_	 10
2 5ide5
7^+
120
20
Shared
Shared
20
20
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Assuming 85^ efficient
power supplies	 -- 197 w
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Conciusions and recommer^datians are stated in the Program Summary 	 -
(Section 1,17 and the Conciusions and Recammendatians part of the Intro-
duction (Section I.2), They are net repeated here.
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